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1. The “Real Life” Problem in the Current Climate

2. Leadership Tools: How to Change the Behavior to 
Change the Culture

3. Responding to Behavior Inconsistent with a 
Respectful Workplace Culture 



The “Real Life” Problem 
in the Current Climate
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#MeToo had been retweeted nearly 2 million times 
across 85 countries by late October 2017
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Since October 2017, EEOC reported an increase in 
inquiries about sexual harassment claims



Current Climate
• Public opinion is not based on legal standards

• Legal definitions for “sexual harassment” and “sexual 
discrimination” have not changed

• Employers in the news may be acting based on public 
outrage (or fear of outrage) or optics regardless of 
whether conduct is actionable under law 

• Behind the scenes investigations may have taken place 
with employers knowing more than what is reported

• Complete investigation details are not typically public 
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Opportunities Created 
by Current Climate 

• Raises issue awareness

• Encourages people uncomfortable at work to speak up 

• Encourages others witnessing inappropriate behavior 
to intervene

• Requires employers to evaluate their current work 
environment, policies and reporting procedures and 
communications about cultural expectations

• Management is more receptive to training, recognizing 
this issue warrants attention
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So What’s the “Real Life” Problem?

• Most unacceptable and inappropriate behaviors do not 
meet the legal definition of sexual harassment

• Sources of this behavior include:
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— The comedian 

— Good lovin’ gone bad

— The vindictive co-worker

— The misinterpretation

— The never-ending pursuit

— The man-splainer



Real Life at Work in 2017
2017 New York Times survey of 651 men at work revealed: 

• 19% told sexual stories or jokes that some might consider 
offensive

• 16% made remarks that some might consider sexist or offensive

• 7% displayed, used or distributed materials (like videos or 
cartoons) that some might consider sexist or suggestive

• 1% attempted to draw someone into a discussion of sexual 
matters even though the person did not want to join in

• 4% made gestures or used body language of a sexual nature, 
which embarrassed or offended someone
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Real Life at Work in 2017
2017 New York Times survey of 651 men at work revealed:

• 4% continued to ask someone for dates, drinks or dinner even 
though he or she said no

• 3% made attempts to establish a romantic sexual relationship with 
someone despite that person’s efforts to discourage it

• 2% touched someone in a way that made him or her feel 
uncomfortable

• 1% made uninvited attempts to stroke, fondle or kiss someone

• 2% offered or implied rewards if someone engaged in sexual 
behavior or treated someone badly if he or she didn’t
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#MeToo Movement Is Gender Blind
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• In 2009, male sexual harassment 
claims account for 16% of all 
harassment claims reported to 
EEOC

• In 2016, 2,000+ federal claims 
filed by men allege sexual 
harassment in the workplace

• #MeToo is the tip of the iceberg 

• For all genders, abuse of power



LEADERSHIP TOOLS TO
CHANGE THE CULTURE
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Re-Boot Culture of Civility
• Culture makes all the difference in 

changing behavior to create a positive 
work environment to foster respect, 
civility and fairness 

• Environment where inappropriate 
behavior and harassment are not 
tolerated and accepted as “harmless” 
reduces costs associated with negative 
work environment and contributes to 
reputation as “employer of choice”
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Steps to Re-Boot Culture of Civility

• Gauge current culture (survey, 
dialog, employee involvement)

• Examine spectrum of workplace 
behaviors (respectful, uncivil, 
abusive and illegal) 

• Promote positive behaviors that 
prevent conduct from rising to 
the level of illegal conduct
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Steps to Re-Boot Culture of Civility

• Assure respectful 
behaviors are modeled 
at the top, with 
leadership by example 

• Priority on public and 
tangible reward of 
respectful behavior 
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Management Driving Culture Change 
• Top leadership drives culture

• Strong and consistent public stand showing 
commitment to a diverse, inclusive and 
respectful workplace

• Support mid-level managers and front-line 
supervisors in responsibilities promoting 
respectful workplace 

• Consistent training on respect, cultural 
tolerance and legal exposure
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Train Seriously and Regularly
• In-person and interactive

• Emphasis on understanding 
respectful words and 
behavior 

• Separate training for 
employees and 
management 
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Management Training  to Promote 
Respectful Workplace 

• Reinforce supervisory responsibilities 
that promote and sustain respect

• Practice skills to respond to complaints 
and intervene to prevent undesirable 
behavior from becoming illegal 
harassment 

• Explain responsibilities for contributing 
to respect in the workplace   
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Employee Training  to Promote 
Culture and Empower Bystander

• Educate on spectrum of inappropriate conduct 
(respectful, uncivil, abusive and illegal)

• Explain responsibilities for contributing to 
respect in the workplace   

• Develop collective responsibility for 
environment

• Address bystander intervention and overcoming 
barriers (stepping up and stepping in)
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Train to Empower the Bystander

• Identify ways to intervene

• Practice sessions

• Address overcoming barriers

• Talk openly about inappropriate behavior with 
colleagues (peer to peer feedback)

• Develop model to address conduct that derails 
respect and set expectations
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Increase Workforce Diversity
• From November 15, 2017 Harvard Business Review, 

studies have shown: 

– Less sexual harassment occurs when women are in 
management

– Male-dominant management teams have been found 
to tolerate, sanction or even expect sexualized 
treatment of workers
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Reduce the Power Differential
• Ensure business based criteria for employee progression

• Reevaluate effectiveness in recruiting and retaining 
women

• Apply workplace rules uniformly regardless of rank or 
value 

• Rethink the “customer is always right” mentality and 
create response strategy for customers where this occurs

• Consider eliminating isolated work roles
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Strengthen Your Harassment Policy
• Actively review at 

orientation

• Include basic examples of 
prohibited and other 
inappropriate conduct

• Be clear that conduct 
doesn’t have to be unlawful 
to be reported
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Strengthen Your Harassment Policy
• Be clear reports of conduct of 

customers, vendors and suppliers are 
part of policy (not just employees)  

• Provide multiple, easily-accessed 
reporting avenues to anyone in 
management

• Consider gender and racial diversity of 
reporting avenues and potential 
anonymous avenues
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Strengthen Your Harassment Policy
• Hold offenders accountable in 

meaningful and proportional manner

• Emphasize fairness throughout  
training, investigation and actions 
taken

• Explicitly prohibit retaliation of all 
types of actions and those involved 
(beyond complainant), even if a 
complaint lacks legal merit   
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Responding To Behavior 
Inconsistent with Respectful  

Workplace Culture
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Responding Fairly and Promptly
• Understand the importance of applying fairness 

principles to handling complaints 

• Understand and respect complainant’s 
perspective 

• Attend to essential components of an effective, 
prompt and thorough response

• Identify barriers for handling complaints

• Taking steps to train and practice complaint 
handling 
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Response Steps Overview

1. Consider and implement necessary protections and 
determine if investigation is required

2. Explain confidentiality and investigation process 

3. Select investigator

4. Work with investigator to create investigation plan

5. Investigator conducts interviews and collects information

6. Make determination and communicate to involved parties 

7. Determine how findings and conclusions should be 
recorded
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Responding to Confidentiality Requests

• Not possible to guarantee 100% confidentiality

• Indicate confidentiality will be maintained to 
extent possible

• Only disclose information on “need to know” basis

• Caution: Stressing nondisclosure by interviewees 
may be seen as infringing employee rights to 
engage in concerted activity under NLRA
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Critical Investigator Characteristics

• Prior investigative experience 
and working knowledge of 
employment laws

• An ability to investigate 
objectively without bias

• No stake in the outcome 

• Strong interpersonal skills to 
build a rapport with the parties 
and be perceived as neutral 
and fair
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Critical Investigator Characteristics

• Thorough with attention to 
detail

• The right temperament to 
conduct interviews

• Respected 

• Can provide attorney/client 
privilege for any report 
generated
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Investigation Plan

• Identify and outline the issue

• Develop witness list and identify 
sources for information and 
evidence

• Collect and review critical 
information regarding complainant 
and accused
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Investigation Plan

• Develop interview questions 
targeted to elicit crucial 
information and details

• Develop process for retention of 
documentation that could be 
treated as evidence

• Use available resources
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Investigating and Documenting

• Investigator should document all steps

• Take accurate and thorough notes

• Weigh having third person attend interview to 
focus on notetaking 

• Seek opportunities for relevant evidence or names 
of other potential witnesses

• Assess credibility of all parties and look for 
inconsistencies
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Retaliation
• A culture of anti-retaliation for reporting harassment 

and other inappropriate behavior is critical

• Continue to monitor situation post-complaint

• Anti-retaliation policy and culture should be 
reiterated in writing and verbally throughout 
investigation process
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Responding to a #MeToo Post
• Don’t panic or post a response

• Evaluate

— Who (Current employee? Former employee? Supervisor 
involved?) 

— What is being alleged – does it warrant investigation?

— When did this allegedly happen?

— How did you gain access to this posting?

• Call counsel
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Resources for Re-Boot Steps 

• Consider using the Checklist for Employers in the Task 
Force Report to assess risk and take steps to reduce 
vulnerabilities:

https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/task_force/harassment/upload/report.pdf
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EEOC Select Task Force Guidance & Checklists

• Guidance
– https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/task_force/harassment/report_summary.cfm

• Checklist 1: Leadership and Accountability
– https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/task_force/harassment/checklist1.cfm

• Checklist 2: Anti-Harassment Policy
– https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/task_force/harassment/checklist2.cfm

• Checklist 3: Harassment Reporting System and Investigation
– https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/task_force/harassment/checklist3.cfm

• Checklist 4: Compliance Training
– https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/task_force/harassment/checklist4.cfm

• Chart of Risk Factors and Responsive Strategies
– https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/task_force/harassment/risk-factors.cfm
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von Briesen’s Labor & Employment Team

We specialize in all areas of management labor 
and employment issues. A significant portion of 
our practice focuses on making sure employers 
have the training and most effective policies 

and procedures in place before problems arise.

More information at vonbriesen.com
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RËPoRI oF fl{Ë CO.CfrÂIRs OF TIIE
EEOC SELE{:T T/$K FoRCI ON'ITIE STUDY oF HAR.AsSMENT ¡N THE TWoRKPLAcË

ÀPPENDIX B

CHECKLISTS FOR EMPLOYERS
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REpoRT oF TIIE Co.CInlns OF TIIE
EEOC SrLur:L'1-esr FoRcE oNlHE Sruny or HanassvrgNT rN rHE WoRKPLAcE

Çllecklf¡¡r Onc: Leadershio and Ae"ccuntnllilitv

The Jìrst step for creatîng a holìstíc hørassment preventíon program ís for the leadershíp of an
organìaatiort to estøblish a cuhure of respect in whích harassnent is not tolerated, Check tne iox i¡ the
leadership of your organìzatíon has taken thefollowing steps:

E Leadership has allocated sufficient resources for a harassment prevention effort

E Leadership has allocated sufficient stsf time for a harassment prevention effort

n Leadership has a.çs¿.rsed harassment riskfactors and has taken steps lo minimize those risks

Based on the commìtment of leadershìp, check the box íf your organìzation has the fotlowìng
con ponenls ín pløce:

B A harassment prevention policy that is easy-to-understand and that is regtlarty cornmunicated to
all ernployees

E A harassment reportiîg system that employees lcnow about and is futly resourced and which
accepts reports ofharassment experienced and harassment observed

t Imposition of disciplíne thaf is prompt, consistent, and proportionate to the severity of the
harassment, if harassment is determined to have occurred

Q Accountability for mid-level managers and frontline supewisors to prevent and/or respond to
worþlace harassment

O Regular compliønce trainings þr all ernployees so they can recognize prohibited forms of
conduct and know how to me the reporting system

E Regular compliance trainings for mid-level managers ønd front-line supervisors so they know
how to prevent and/or respond to worþlace harassment

Bonus poìnts ífyou cøn check these boxes:

O The organization conducts elimate surveys on a regular basis to assess the extent to which
harassment is experienced as a problem in the worþlace

[l The organization has implemented metrics for harassment response and prevention in supervisory
employees' performance reviews

I The organization conducts worþlace civility training and bystander intervention training

fl The organization has partnered with researchers to evaluate the organization's holistic worþlace
harassment prevention effort

A remìnder thot th¡s checklist is meanl to he a useJitÌ tool ìn thinkìng about qnd taking steps to prevent
harassment in the workpløce, and respondíng to hørassment when ìt occurs. It ìs not meflnt to convey legøl
øtlvíce or to setÍorth legøl reqairements reløtíng to hflrøssmenl, CheckÍng all of theboxes does not necessarþ
meør, an employer is in legøl compliance; conversely, the faílure to check any pailicular box does not mean an
employer ís not tn complianca
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REpoRT clF TIIE Co-Cn¡uRs oF TI{lì
frEOC SELÊ]Cï T^SK FORCIÌ ON'f[IË SI-UDY fJF HAITASSIV{ËNT IN'TIIE WORK}LA(:E

Chéeklist TwI: Ah Anti'l'tF,rasçruS$ p.ptict

An anti-hørassn.ent polícy is a key corrtponent of a hotístíc harassment preventíon efþrt,
Check the hox below if your ant¡-hørøssment polícy contains the following elements:

I An unequivocal statement that harassment based otr any protected characteristic will not
be tolerated

tr An easy-to-understand description of prohibited conduct, including examples

D A description of a reporting system - available to employees who experience harassment
as well as those who observe harassment - that provides multiple avenues to report, in a
manner easily accessible to employees

E A statement that the reporting system will provide a prompt, thorough, and impartial
investigation

E A statement that the identity of an individual who submits a report, a wihress who
provides information regarding a report, and the target of the complaint, will be kept
confidential to the extent possible consistent with a thorough and impartial investigation

ü A statement that any information gathered as part of an investigation will be kept
confidential to the extent possible consistent with a thorough and impartial investigation

tr An assurance that the employer will take immediate and proportionate corrective action if
it determines that harassment has occurred

D An assurânce that an individual who submits a report (either of harassment experienced
or observed) or a witness who provides information regarding a report will be protected

frorn retaliation from co-workers and supervisors

O A statement that any employee who retaliates against any individual who submits a report
or provides information regarding a report will be disciplined appropriately

E Is written in clear, simple words, in all languages commonly used by members of the
workforce

A remìnder that thís checklíst ís meant to be a useful tool ín thínkíng øbout ønd økíng steps to prevent
harassment in the workplace, and responding to hørassment when ít occurs. It ß not meant to convey
legal advìce or to set forth tegal requìrements relating to harassmenL Checkíng all of the boxes does
not necessuriþ meøn øn employer ìs ìn IegøI complíønce; conversely, the faílure to chech any
pørtículør box does not mesn an employer ¡s not iz compliance.
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RIìpoRT ot'TnE Co-CrrnlRs oF TltE
EEOC SìJLËCT TÂSK FORCE ON TI{E S]'UD\'OF HARÂSSMENT IN THH \ry'ORKTLACE

CheÇklis(,,Tþrçe¡ 4,Itarsssmert *qp.grfias 8y.$,,f,*n¡ nud l,nvestiqatians:

A reporting system thøt øllows employees to fúe ø repoyt of harassment they have experienced
or observed, and a process for undertakíng ínvestigøtìons, are essentíøl components of a
h o lís tic h arassm e nt p reventío n effort,

Check the box below if your antí-hørflssment efþrt contains thefollowíng elements:

Ü A fully-resourced reporting process that allows the organization to respond promptly and
thoroughly to reports of harassment that have been experienced or observed

[J Employer representatives who take reports seriously

I A supportive environment where individuals feel safe to report harassing behavior to
management

E V/ell-trained, objective, and neutral investigators

tr Timely responses and investigations

E Investigators who document all steps taken from the:point olfirst contact and who
prepare a written report using guidelines to weigh credibility

E An investigation that protects the privacy of individuals who file complaints or reports,
individuals who provide information during the investigation, and the person(s) alleged to
have engaged in harassment, to the greatest extent possible

E Mechanisms to determine whether individuals who file reports or provide information
during an investigation experience retribution, and authority to impose sanctions on those
who engage in retaliation

ü During the pendency of an investigation, systems to ensure individuals alleged to have
engaged in harassment are not "presumed guilty" and are not "punished" unless and until
a complete investigation determines that harassment has occurred

D A communication of the determination of the investigation to all parties and, where
appropriate, a communication of the sanction imposed if harassment was found to have
occurred

A renúnder that thìs checklíst ís meant to be a useful tool ìn thínkÍng øbout tnd. taking steps to prevent
harassment in the workplace, snd respondíng to hørøssment when it occurs. It ís not meønl to convey
legal advíce or to set forth legal requìrements relating to harassment. Checkíng all of the hoxes does
nol necessaríly mean an employer is in legal compliønce; conversely, thefaílure to check øny
parlìculor box does not rrteon øn employer ír not r¡ complìance.
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Reponr orì TrrE Co-Crr¿lRs of rrIE
[EoC Siit-gc'r T¡sr FoRcE oN 't'Ht STLrLlv or Hen¿ssir¡aNt IN 'rHË woRK]LÀcE

Checklist Fpur: Co¡npüs¡rce T¡qiåigg

A holìstic harøssment prevention elfort provides trøining to employees regardíng an employer,s polìcy,
reportíng systems ønd ìnvestigations, Check the hox if your organízalíon,s õomptíø-nci taìning-ß
bøsed on thefollowíng slructural princíptes and includes thefoWowÍng content:

. Srlltct-u¡-al Priuciplcs

E Supported at the highest levels

B Repeated and reinforced on a rcgular basis

tr Provided to all employees at every level of the organization

B Conducted by qualified, live, and interactive trainers

0 If live training is not feasible, designed to include active engagement by participants

E Routinely evaluated and modified as necessary

. Corttenïof Çorupliaoce Training fbr All E¡nplol¿eÞ,

Ü Describes illegal harassment, and conduci that, if left unchecked, might rise lo the level of illegal
harassment

t Includes examples that are tailored to the specific worþlace and the specific workforce

A Educates employees about their rights and responsibilities if they experience conduct that is not
acceptable in the worþlace

il,

t Describes, in simple terms, the process for reporting harassmgnt that is experienced or observed

E Explains the consequences ofengaging in conduct unacceptable in the workplace

Content of Çûmplicnce TraLrips fpr Manqgprq and First-liüe supervisors

tr Provides easy-to-understand and realistic methods for dealing with harassment that they observe,
that is reported to them, or of which they have knowledge or information, including description of
sanctions for failing 1o use such methods

0 Provides clear instructions on how to report harassing behavior up the chain of command,
including description of sanctions for failing to report

tl Encourages managers and supervisors to practice "situational a'ùr'areness" and assess the
workforces within their responsibility for risk factors of harassment

A vemínder thst this checklisl ís meant to he a useful tool ìn thinkíng about und tøkìng steps to
prevent hørassmenl ín the workplace, and responding to hørøssment when ít occurs. It ís nol meant
to convey legøl atlvíce or to set forlh legal requirements relatíng to harassmenL Checkíng all of the
boxes does not necessarily ntesn an employer ís in legal complìance; conversely, the føíIure to check
flny particalar box does not mean an employer ¡s not ¿z complíance.
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RnPûRT oF TrrE Co-CrrArRs oF TgË
üEOC SpIuCr TÂSK FORCE ON TI{Ð Srupv oF HARASSMSNT IN THE WORKPLÂCE

48PpNprX-C
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Risk Factor Risk Factor Indicia Why This is a Risk
F¿ctor for Harassment

Risk X'actor-Specific
Strategies to Reduce
Harassment*

Homogenous
workforce

Historic lack of diversity
in the worþlace

Cturently only one
minority in a work group
(e.g., team, department,
location)

Employees in the rninority
can feel isolated and may
acrually be, or at least
appear to be, wlnerable to
pressure frorn others.

Employees in the majority
might feel threatened by
those they perceive as

,"different" or "other," or
might simply be
uncomfortable around
others who,are not like
them.

Increase diversity at all
levels of the workforce,
with particular attention
to work groups with low
diversity.

Pay attention to relations
among and within work
groups.

Workplaces where
sorne employees
do not conform to
workplace norms

"Rough and tumble" or
single-sexdominated
worþlace culturés

Remarks, jokes, or
banter that are crude,
"raunchyr" or
demeaning

Employees may be viewed
as weak or susceptible to
abuse.

Abusive remarks or humor
may promote workplace
norms that devalue certain
types of individuals.

Proactively and
intentionally create a
culture of civility and
respect with the
involvement of the
highest levels of
leadership.

Pay attention to relations
among and within work
gfoups.

Cultural and
language
differences in the
workplace

Anival of new
employees with different
cultures or nationalities

Segregation of
employees with different
cultues or nationalities

Different cultural
backgrounds may make
employees less aware of
laws and worþlace
noûns.

Employees who do not
speak English may not
lorow their rights and may
be more subject to
exploitation.

Language and linguistic
characteristics can play a
role in harassment.

Ensure that culturally
diverse employees
understand laws,
worþlace norms, and
policies.

Increase diversity in
culturally segregated
workforces,

Pay attention to relations
among and within work
groups.

I{epc¡¡r'¡ oF 1'rrË C0-Clt¡tRs oF..nrE

-EEÛCSnrl:c-..r.1.ASKFoRc[oN.lHESTUDYoFHARÀssMI1NTIN1.HEwoItKPLA{:E

Ëñffi

The strøtegìes outlìned in Part Three of thís report (e,g., exercisìng leodershìp, hoklìng people accountable for
their øclíons, devclopíng and enforcìng effectlve polícies ønd procedures, and condaeting troiníng) wíll help
address all the rísk føctors listed ìn thís charl. The slrategies ouilìned ín the last column of thís chart are
desìgned to address specilíc rìsk l'actors.
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REPoRT clF T¡r[ Co-CrtAtRs oF TrrF,
EEOC Sgt"EC'T T,\sK lroR.cÌtì oN 'üili Sruoy or I'IÀI{Ass MËN,T IN TI.IE lVon-npL.,IcE

Risk Factor Risk Factor Indicia Why This is a Risk
Factor for Harassment

Risk Factor-Specific
Strategies to Reduce
Harassment*

Coarscned Social
Discourse Outside
the Workplace

Increasingly heated
discussion ofcurrent
events occuning outside
the worþlace

Coarsened social discourse
that is happening outside a
worþlace may make
harassment inside the
workplace more likely or
perceived as more
acceptable.

Proactively identifu
current events-national
and local-that a¡e
likely to be discussed in
the workplace.

Remind the workforce
ofthe types ofconduct

, that are unacceptable in
the worþlace.

Significant number of
teenage and young adult
employees

Employees in their first or
second jobs may be less
aware of laws and
workplace noÍns.

Young employees may
lack the self-confidence to
resist unwelcome
overhres or challenge
conduct that makes them
uncomfortable.

Young employees may be
more susceptible to being
taken advantage ofby
coworkers or superiors,
particularly those who
may be older and more
established in their
positions.

Young employees may be
more likely to engage in
harassment because they
lack the maturity to
understand or care about
consequences.

The strategìes outlined in Pørt Three ofthìs report (e,g., exercísìng leadership, holdíng people øccountablefor
lheir actions, developìng and enforcíng effectíve policíes ønd procedures, and contlucting traìning) wìtl hetp
uddress all the riskfaelors lÍsted ín thís chørt, The strategies outlined ín the hst column of thìs chart arc
designed lo address specífic risk factors.
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ËEoc sË1,::(::, r¡\sK ,ff.i.ïi ïJiff"ii#i1i.TÏJi5.u , rN rrr' w L¡\(:ü

The slrategíes oullined ìn Part Three of thìs report (e.g., exercísing leadership, hoklìng people accountable for
theít nclions, developíng ønd enforcing effectìve policìes and procedures, and condaciíig lrainíng) wílt heþ
address øll the rìsk factors lísted ìn thís chørt. The strategíes outlíned Ín the løst column ol thís chørt are
desígned to address specìlìc rìsk fhctors.

Risk Factor Risk Factor Indicia Why This is a Risk
Factor for Harassment

Risk Factor-Specific
Strategies to Reduce
Harassment*

Workplaces with
"high value"
employees

Executives or senior
managers

Employees with high
value (actual or
perceived) to the
employe¡ e.g.,the
"rainmaking" partner or
the prized, grant-
winning researcher

Management is often
reluctant to jeopardize
high value employee's
economic value to the
employer.

High value employees
may perceive themselves
as exempt from worþlace
rules or immune from
consequences oftheir
misconduct.

Apply worþlace rules
uniformly, regardless of
rank or value to the
employer.

If a high-value employee
is discharged for

, misconduct, consider
publicizing that fact
(unless there is a good
reason not to).

Workplaces with
significant power
disparities

Low-ranking employees
'in organizational
hierarchy

Employees holding
positions usually subject
to the direction of
others, e.9.,
administrative support
staff, nurses, janitors,
etc.

Gendered power
disparities (e.g., most of
the low-ranking
employees are female)

Supervisors feel
emboldened to exploit
low-ranking employees.

' Low-ranking employees
are less likely to
understand complaint
channels (language or
education/training
insufftciencies).

Undocumented workers
may be especially
vulnerable to exploitation
or the fear ofretaliation.

Pay attention to relations
among and within work
gxoups with significant
power disparities.

Apply worþlace mles
uniformly, regardless of
rank or value to the
employer.

Workplaces that
rely on customer
service or client
satisfactlon

Compensation directly
tied to customer
satisfaction or client
service

Fear of losing a sale or tip
may compel employees to
tolerate inappropriate or
harassing behavior.

Be wary of a "customer
is always right"
mentality in terms of
application to
unwelcome conduct.
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REponr ÕF TIrË Co-CI{AIRS oF TIIrî
EËOC SÊLE('T TÂsK Foncr oN 1lìË Srunv or H¡tR¡SStvt¡nr IN îHË WoRrpucH

The strategìes outlíned ìn Part Three ofthß report (e,g., exercísing leadershíp, holdíng people accountablefor
lheìr øclions, developìng ønd enforcíng effeclíve policíes and procedures, and conducting uaìníng) wlll help
adilress øll the riskfoctors lisud in this chttrt. The strøteg¡es outlínetl ín the løst column of thß chart are
designed lo oddress specific risk Ísctors,

Risk Factor Risk Í'actor Indicia Why This is a Risk
F'actor for Harassment

Risk Factor-Specific
Strategies to Reduce
Harassment*

Workplaces where
work is
monotonous or
tasks are low-
intensity

Employees are not
actively engaged or
"have time on their
hands"

Repetitive work

Harassing behavior may
become a way to vent
frustration or avoid
boredom.

Consider varying or
restructuring job duties
or workload to reduce
monotony or boredom.

Pay attention to relations
¡¡mong and within work

, groups with monotonous
or low-intensity tasks.

Isolated
workplaces

Physically isolated
worþlaces

Employees work alone
or have few
opportunities to interact
with others

Harassers have easy access
to their targets.

, There are no witnesses.

Consider restructuring
work environments and
schedules to eliminate

,isolated conditions,

Ensure that workers in
isolated work
environments
understand complaint
procêdures.

Create opportunities for
isolated workers to
connect with each other
(e.g, in person, on line)
to share concefns.
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:Risk Factor Risk Factor Indicia Why This is a Risk
Factor for Harassment

Risk Factor-Specific
Strategies to Reduce
Harassment*

Workplaces that
tolerate or
encourage alcohol
consumption

Alcohol consumption
during and around work
hours.

Alcohol reduces social
inhibitions and impairs
judgrnent.

Train co-workers to
intervene appropriately
if they observe alcohol-
induced misconduct,

Remind managers about
their responsibility if
they see harassment,
including at events
where alcohol is
consumed.

Intervene promptly
when'customers or
clients who have
consumed too much
alcohol act
inappropriately.

Decentralized
workplaces

Corporate offrces far
removed physically
and/or organizationally
from front-line
employees or firstJine
supervisors

Managers may feel (or
may actually be)
unaccountable for their
behavior and may act
outside the bounds of
worþlace rules.

Ensure that compliance
training reaehes all
levels of the
örganization, regardless
ofhow geographically
dispersed worþlaces
may be.

Managers may be unav/are
ofhow to address

harassment issues and may
be reluctant to call

Ensure that compliance
training for area

managers includes their
responsibility for sites
under their juri sdiction

headquarters for direction.

Develop systems for
employees in
geographically diverse
locations to connect and
communicate.

REpoRr oF TttE Co-Cltatns orì -r'rrri

EEÛC ST¡-HC TEST TOI{C[] ON.II-IË S'¡'UNV OF HAIìÄSSMUNT IN TH¡]V/ORKPLACE

The strategies outlíned ìn Part Thrce olthìs report (e.g,, exercìsing leødershíp, holding people accountablefor
their øctìons, developing ønd enJbrcìng eJfective polìcies and procedures, ønd conducting traìning) wìll help
nddress all the rískfnctors listed ìn thís chart. The strøtegies outlìned ìn lhe last colamn otthß chart øre
desígned to atldress specíftc rískføctors.
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